Easy
Plot
Program
The first step to streamlining your plot study program.
Customized Assistance
Easy Plot participants
can choose between
enrollment levels varying
in handling responsibilities
- by your own internal
team or by our team at
Rock River Laboratory - to
customize the program
to their budgetary and
administrative capabilities.

Acquiring and organizing analytical data for
seed plots is overwhelming, cumbersome,
and time consuming. The Easy Plot
program from Rock River Laboratory utilizes
technology to simplify, streamline, and
automate the process. Now, forage plot
samples can be quickly and easily sent to
and analyzed by Rock River Laboratory.
Easy Plot users can reap the benefits of:

Streamlined Submission
Every piece of the submission
puzzle, including QR code labels,
sample bags, return shipment labels,
and analysis request forms, is
provided by Rock River Laboratory.
Plus, the appropriate submission
kits can be disseminated to all field
reps - helping circumvent potential
logistical and communication
challenges.

Responsive data handling
Via our web portal, users can privately
view and download the available
data. Customizable spreadsheets
provide formatting freedom - allowing
participants to pull the nutrient
information that is most important to
them and even offering the flexibility
of data organization, by relevance or
priority, to assist with hybrid ranking
efforts.

Simple Setup
After sign up, Easy Plot users
share plot location information
in a single master spreadsheet
(which Rock River Laboratory
provides), that contains all
information to be included on
plots’ sample results. Rock
River Laboratory organizes
sample needs prior to harvest
- creating the customized tools
for an internal and external
sample tracking system.

Privacy and security
Customer information and data
integrity is of the utmost importance
to Rock River Laboratory. Program
users can rest assured that their
valuable plot analysis data belongs
to them and will not be shared or
compromised.

Ready to make plot life easy? To sign up for the Easy Plot Program, download the Easy Plot Logistics and Information Agreement from our website, and call or email us to learn more.
office@rockriverlab.com
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